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MRP Planned Orders in a Multiple-Supplier
Environment with Differing Lead Times

Jan Riezebos, Stuart X. Zhu
Department of Operations, Faculty of Economics and Business, University of Groningen, P.O. Box 800, 9700AV, Groningen,

The Netherlands, j.riezebos@rug.nl, x.zhu@rug.nl

T his study examines a deterministic material requirements planning (MRP) problem where lead times at subsequent
ordering moments differ. Adequate replenishment methods that can cope with lead time differences are lacking

because of the order crossover phenomenon, that is, replenishment orders are not received in the sequence they are
ordered. This study specifies how to handle order crossovers and recalculate planned order releases after an update of
gross requirements. The optimal (s, S) policy is based on dynamic programing. The state space is kept to a minimum due
to three fundamental insights. The performance of the optimal solution approach is compared with two heuristics based
on relaxations and a benchmark approach in which order crossovers are ignored. A numerical analysis reveals that aver-
age cost savings up to 25% are possible if the optimal policy is used instead of the benchmark approach. The contribution
of this study is threefold: (1) it generalizes theory on MRP ordering, allowing for lead time differences and order cross-
overs; (2) it develops new fundamental insights and an optimal solution procedure, leading to substantial cost saving;
and (3) it provides good-performing heuristics for a general and realistic replenishment problem that can replace the
current replenishment methods within MRP.
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1. Introduction and Literature Review

Although material requirements planning (MRP:
Silver et al. 1998, Vollmann et al. 2005) is one of the
best known techniques in the field of inventory plan-
ning and has been made available in all enterprise
resource planning systems, it lacks support for fre-
quently encountered situations where essential
parameters such as item lead times are known to
change during the planning horizon. Appropriate
material planning is a key element in becoming more
competitive (Plenert 1999), and 75% of manufacturing
companies use MRP as their main method of material
planning (Jonsson and Mattsson 2006). Material plan-
ning requires adequate software support. The prob-
lem that we consider is to support the order release
decisions in case that the lead times change during
the planning horizon and these changes (their timing
as well as magnitude) are known in advance.
Lead time changes that are known to occur during

the planning horizon may originate from suppliers,
buyers, or logistic service providers. For example,
lead times offered by a supplier may differ over the
year according to a known pattern (e.g., holidays are
known in advance, but during the holiday season,
lead times are twice as long due to low capacity).
Buyers themselves might cause lead time differences

due to using multiple suppliers, purchasing
substitute products (e.g., Cohen et al. 1995), or chang-
ing the requested lead time. They know the timing
and magnitude of the lead time differences in
advance. Finally, logistics service providers may offer
extended lead times during the wet season due to bad
conditions of the transportation roads, but the timing
of the wet season and associated lead time are known
in advance.
The problem that inspired this research has been

encountered in a tobacco company that has to decide
on the amount of tobacco leafs to order in different
countries of origin. In some of the countries, the raw
materials have to be ordered directly from the farm-
ers, sometimes even before the growing season starts.
In other countries, co-operations of farmers sell har-
vested tobacco on the market, where it is available for
sale for several months. The lead times they offer may
differ. This results in huge differences in lead times at
the various ordering moments. The tobacco company
faces known changes in lead time and price over the
planning horizon, has limited sourcing possibilities,
and aims to trade off costs for setups, purchasing,
shipping, holding, and backordering. All these factors
are taken into account in this paper. Other factors,
such as substitutability of different types of leafs and
political stability of the countries of origin, are also
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important in the practice of tobacco procurement but
will be left out of our analysis in order to focus on the
fundamental problem of coping with known lead
time changes in order release.
MRP uses dynamic lot-sizing methods, such as

part-period balancing, lot-for-lot ordering, or more
advanced dynamic programing algorithms (Temp-
elmeier 2002, Wagner 2011), in order to plan the
release of orders. However, known lead-time changes
have not received much attention in MRP dynamic
lot-sizing problems thus far (Minner 2003). Some
recent papers consider lead time differences that
depend on the available capacity (e.g., Ioannou and
Dimitriou 2012, Jodlbauer and Reitner 2012, Louly
et al. 2008, Pahl et al. 2007), but most dynamic lot-
sizing methods assume constant or zero lead times
(Wolsey 1995), and to the best of our knowledge no
one has studied the problem of known lead time
changes in the context of dynamic lot sizing in MRP.
This seems strange, but the main reason might be the
inherent complexity of the resulting mathematical
model, as lead time changes may result in order cross-
overs. Orders are said to cross if they arrive in a dif-
ferent sequence than ordered (Hadley and Whitin
1963). This phenomenon can only occur if there are
two or more orders outstanding. Due to recent devel-
opments in supply chain management, order cross-
overs are more prevalent than in the past
(Muharremoglu and Yang 2010, Riezebos 2006). For
example, electronic ordering with different lead-time
options is now commonly available, not only for large
consumer portals such as Amazon but also in busi-
ness-to-business procurement. Moreover, substitute
products from different suppliers might have differ-
ent lead times, possibly resulting in order crossovers.
These crossovers have become an issue in several
firms (Bozarth et al. 2009, Kannan and Tan 2005, Srin-
ivasan et al. 2011, Stock et al. 2010). However, inven-
tory theory has primarily given attention to problems
where order crossovers do not occur or their occur-
rence could be neglected (Hayya et al. 2008).
Most research on order crossovers has focused on

stochastic order crossovers (Bradley and Robinson
2005, Muharremoglu and Yang 2010, Ramasesh et al.
1991, Robinson and Bradley 2008). However, cross-
overs may also result if deterministic lead times take
different values over the planning horizon. For this
problem and stochastic demand, Riezebos and Gaal-
man (2009) propose a stochastic dynamic programing
formulation. Axs€ater (2011) proves that in a continu-
ous review system with stochastic demand and
knowledge on a future lead-time change, order post-
ponement may result in a cost benefit when the
inventory policy anticipates correctly on future
ordering possibilities. Both methods are not directly
applicable in MRP, which considers demand (gross

requirements) to be known and updates become
available periodically.
In the context of recent research stream related to

multiple supply modes and emergency orders, Min-
ner (2003) provides a review of multiple supplier
options. Recently, Wang et al. (2010) investigate
whether a buying firm should employ multiple
sourcing and/or improve supplier reliability. The
authors find that a mixed strategy of dual sourcing
and reliability improvement can provide significant
value if suppliers are very unreliable and/or capac-
ity is low relative to demand. Zhu (2012) character-
izes the joint replenishment and pricing strategies
with expediting orders as an additional supply
source in response to demand uncertainties. Kouvel-
is and Li (2013) explore the impact of yield and
demand uncertainty on the cycle order size, the
emergency order size, and the way to split the
available good units between the fast and slow
shipping modes. However, none of the above
papers address the issue of order crossovers.
This study investigates how an MRP system can

take into account the situation where lead times are
known but vary, which causes order crossovers to
occur, and use this information to reduce costs when
updates of gross requirements become available over
the course of time. The problem is to determine an
ordering policy that minimizes the total purchasing,
setup, holding, and backordering costs over a finite
horizon, where all cost parameters are general time-
dependent. This problem is a generalization of the
problem considered in the classical papers of Zang-
will (Zangwill 1966, 1968), as we consider lead times
to be time-dependent as well. We extend the solution
approach of Federgruen and Tzur (1993), who present
an efficient O(N log N) solution method for the
dynamic lot-sizing problem with backlogging and N
ordering decisions in the planning horizon.
The contribution of this study is threefold. Firstly,

we generalize theory on MRP ordering by including
the occurrence of dynamic lead-time variation and
order crossovers. Next, we develop new fundamental
insights and an efficient optimal solution procedure,
leading to substantial cost savings and better material
planning. Finally, we develop two heuristics, com-
pare them with a benchmark, and show how they can
be applied using an extension of the MRP scheme.
The structure of this study is as follows. Section 2

introduces the model. Section 3 develops structural
results for the solution approach and describes the
general solution procedure. Section 4 describes two
relaxations that result in near-optimal solution
approaches and a benchmark policy. Use of the
solution approaches is illustrated in an extended
MRP scheme. Section 5 provides a numerical analysis
and compares the performance of the solution
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approaches. Section 6 presents our conclusions and
directions for future research.

2. Model Description

We consider a typical MRP discrete-time inventory
replenishment problem with deterministic demand, a
finite M-period horizon, N known ordering moments
(where N ≤ M), deterministic lead times expressed as
an integral number of periods, and a cost structure
consisting of non-stationary (i.e., time-dependent)
setup costs, purchasing costs, holding costs, and back-
ordering costs. However, our model differs from the
traditional MRP replenishment problem in one
important aspect: each ordering moment may incur a
different lead time, and these lead times are known in
advance. The interval length between successive
ordering moments may differ as well. The problem is
to determine the order quantities (assumed to be non-
negative) by minimizing the total costs over the plan-
ning horizon and anticipating the circumstances at
the remaining ordering moments.
We test our model in the context of a rolling hori-

zon, which is typical for MRP replenishment plan-
ning, and include this perspective already in how we
define the input parameters. At each order moment,
updated gross requirements may have become avail-
able for all future periods, while the actual usage for
earlier periods has become known. Both the actual
usage and the most recent gross requirements are rep-
resented in a demand information matrix D (an
N 9 M matrix arranged based on the order moment
of each order). Hence, the ith row in the matrix D
describes the most up-to-date demand information
available at order moment oi where oi ≤ oi+1. If at the
same time several ordering options are available, for
example, in case of multiple suppliers or substitute
products, oi ¼ oiþ1 and the successive rows of D will
be equal. The optimal policy consists of the N optimal
decisions fQiji ¼ 1; ::;Ng, that is, the orders that
ought to be issued at the successive ordering
moments when aiming to minimize the total setup,
purchasing, holding, and backordering costs over the
remaining horizon, given the demand information
available at these moments.
The sequence of events in the model is as follows.

At each order moment, we observe the current inven-
tory level, the complete ordering history, and the rele-
vant demand information row in D. Then, we decide
whether a setup will be issued and how much to
order at this ordering moment, given all lead times
and prices that will hold for the current and remain-
ing ordering moments. Returns (negative order sizes)
are not allowed. Shortages are backlogged. Finally,
the holding cost and the backorder cost are counted,
based on the end-of-period inventory levels.

We denote hm and bm as, respectively, the holding
cost per unit and backorder cost per unit of period
m, ci as the purchasing price, Ki as the setup cost,
and Li as the lead time that holds at the ith ordering
moment oi.
In the context of different lead times at various

ordering moments, it is important to project the effect
of MRP planned orders at future ordering moments
and calculate the amount that might be ordered, based
upon the demand information currently available. For
this purpose, MRP uses so-called “planned order
releases” and we model these quantities with the vari-
able Qi,t: the amount that we expect to issue at a future
order moment ot based upon the demand information
at order moment oi, where t 2 (i, N]. For all other
t 2 [1, i] we defineQi,t � Qt as the decision on the size
of these orders that has been made in previous order
moments (i.e., they are now treated as scheduled
receipts) or is currently under consideration.
Define xi,m as the inventory level at the end of per-

iod m, where the calculation is based on the demand
information row vector Di ¼ Di;1; . . .;Di;M

� �
. Note

that for m [ oi this is the projected inventory level.
Our initial inventory level at the start of period 1
equals x0, hence xi;0 ¼ x0 8i.
When deciding on Qi we minimize the total cost

TCi, consisting of purchasing costs, setup costs, and
inventory costs from the moment this order arrives
(oi + Li) till the end of the horizon:

min
Qi � 0

TCi ¼ ci �Qi þ Ki � IfQi [ 0g

þ
XM

m¼oiþLi

hm xi;m
� �þþbm xi;m

� ��h i
; ð1Þ

where

xi;m ¼ xi;m�1 �Di;m þ
XN
t¼1

Qi;t � I ot þ Lt ¼ mf g� �
: ð2Þ

The indicator function I{condition} equals one if the
condition is true; otherwise, it is zero. To summarize
our notation, we have introduced the following vari-
ables and parameters:
Parameters
N: Number of order moments in the planning

horizon
M: Number of periods in the planning horizon
oi: Period of the ith order moment
Li: Lead time at the ith order moment
Di,m: Demand information for period m available

at the ith order moment

Costs
bm: Backordering cost per item short at the end of

period m
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hm: Holding cost per item on stock at the end of
period m

ci: Purchasing cost per item at the ith order
moment

Ki: Ordering costs at the ith order moment

Variables
Qi: Order size at the ith order moment
Qi,t: Planned order size for the t-th order moment,

planned at the start of oi
xi,m: Inventory level at the end of period m, as

calculated at the start oi

3. Analysis

In this section, we develop structural results for the
optimal policy and present the general solution proce-
dure. The problem is reformulated as a dynamic pro-
graming problem in which the decision moment is the
arrival moment. At each arrival moment, the objective is
to minimize the inventory cost from the arrival moment
to the end of the horizon based on the current inventory
level and demand information. In Theorem 1, we will
prove that the reformulated problem is equivalent to the
original problem defined by Equations (1) and (2).

3.1. Fundamental Insights
The inclusion of order crossovers makes it necessary to
increase the state space, as the inventory position
(stock on hand plus scheduled receipts) does not pro-
vide sufficient information anymore. Orders that have
not yet been issued but will arrive before the current
order should be considered as well. The new model
formulation from the perspective of arrival moments
makes it possible to reduce the size of the state space
significantly by introducing three essential compo-
nents, that is, demand information transformation,
stage reduction, and terminal condition revision. To
simplify notation, we disregard the time-index of the
cost parameters from now on, but our results still hold
for non-stationary cost parameters. We need to intro-
duce additional notation for the development of the
solution approach. For readers’ convenience, the list of
notation introduced in this section is provided below.

O: column vector with N components for the
order moment

L: column vector with N components for the cor-
responding lead time

A: column vector with N components of arrival
moments in sequence of arrival

OI: N 9 N binary matrix of the information about
order moments and arrival moments

Da: N 9 N matrix of demand information arranged
based on the arrival moment of each order

J: row vector with N components of the sequence
of arrivals

Θ: row vector with N components corresponding
to the sequence of arrival moments

Φ: row vector with N components corresponding
to the number of orders that have not yet been
issued and will arrive in a certain interval

D: row vector with N components corresponding
to the last arrival among those orders issued
by a certain order moment

Demand information transformation. We recommend
transforming the order moment information to the
information related to the sequence of arrival moments.
For the binary matrix OI;OIi;j ¼ 1 if an order is placed
at the ith order moment and delivered at the jth arrival
moment, and OIi;j ¼ 0 otherwise. We have

A ¼ OI�1ðOþ LÞ: ð3Þ
Note that OI is a permutation of the identity matrix.

If there is no order crossover at all, OI equals the iden-
tity matrix. As OI is orthogonal, OI�1 = OIT.
Figure 1 shows an example problem with order

crossovers in a six-period horizon, where

O ¼
1
2
3

24 35; L ¼
5
3
1

24 35;OI ¼ OI�1
0 0 1
0 1 0
1 0 0

24 35;A ¼
4
5
6

24 35:
For our solution approach, we are interested in the

order moments corresponding to the sequence of
arrivals J ¼ ½1; . . .;N�. The indicator hj identifies the
order moment ohj of the order that arrives at the jth
arrival moment aj. The row vector of order moments
Θ corresponding to the sequence of arrival moments J
can easily be determined as either

H ¼ h1; . . .; hN½ � ¼ J �OI; ð4Þ
or

hj ¼ argmax
N

i¼1

OIi;j; 8j ¼ 1; . . .;N: ð5Þ

Using OI, we transform the demand information
based on the order moments into that based on
the arrival moments. Denote Da as an N 9 M
matrix of demand information arranged based on
the arrival moment of each order, where Da

j;m is
demand information for period m observed at the

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Period 3

1o
2o

3o 1a 2a
3a

Period 1 Period 2 Period 6Period 4 Period 5

Figure 1 Order Crossovers with N = 3 Decisions and M = 6 Periods
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order moment of the order that arrives at aj. We
have:

Da ¼ OI�1D: ð6Þ
Stage reduction. The second essential component

is the observation that in order to decide the order
quantity that arrives at the jth arrival moment, we
should consider all orders that arrive during the

interval ohj ; aj
� i

, even if they have not yet been

issued, since those orders affect the inventory avail-
able at the arrival moment aj. Denote the number
of the orders that have not yet been issued and

will arrive in the interval ohj ; aj
� i

as /j. Note that

1 ≤ /j ≤ j. We have

/j ¼
XN
i¼hj

Xj
t¼1

OIi;t; 8j ¼ 1; . . .;N: ð7Þ

For Figure 1, this results in: Θ = [h1, h2, h3] =
[1, 2, 3]; Φ = [/1, /2, /3] = [1, 2, 3]. Hence, when
deciding the order that arrives at a3, h3 = 1 reveals
that it is ordered at order moment o1, and /3 = 3
reveals that when deciding on the size of Q1, we
should also consider the order quantities of two
future planned orders that will arrive before a3: Q1,2

and Q1,3 although they have not yet been issued.
Moreover, we do not have to reconsider the decision

for orders arriving after ajwhen deciding the order quan-
tity that arrives at aj, since those decisions have been
determined based on the information available at the
corresponding decision-making moments. Our decision
problem for the order quantity arriving at aj and ordered
at ohj can then be reduced to solving a /j -stage problem
instead of solving an N � hj þ 1

� �
-stage problem.

Terminal condition. The third essential component is
the observation that the gross requirements updates
will affect the terminal condition of the decision prob-
lem in case of order crossovers. If we set the size of an
order that crosses an already issued order, and gross
requirements have been updated since then, the
already issued order size may appear too small or too
large. Then for the new order, we might decide to
order more or less to correct for this mismatch. This

results in additional costs in the interval aj; ajþ1

� �
, but

reduces costs in the interval ajþ1; adjþ1

h �
, where adj

indicates the last arrival moment of any order that
has been issued by ohj , Since j is changed from 1 to N,

we define aN+1 � M + 1 to make the interval aj; ajþ1

� �
feasible for all possible j.

LEMMA 1. The last arrival among those orders issued by
ohj is identified by

dj ¼ max
hj

i¼1
max
N

t¼j
OIi;t � t
� �� j 8j ¼ 1; . . .;N: ð8Þ

PROOF. Since adj indicates the last arrival moment
of any order that has been issued by ohj ; dj indicates
the position in the arrival sequence J where that
order arrives. Now Equation (8) can be rewritten as

dj ¼ max j;max
hjþ1

i¼1
max
N

t¼jþ1
OIi;t � t
� �� �

, because by definition

we have OIhj;j � 1, that is, the order that is issued at

ohj arrives at position j, so we have dj ≥ j. There are

hj � 1 orders that have already been issued before
the order that arrives at position j. If any of these
orders (say i) arrives later than position j (say in
position t [ j), OIi,t equals 1 and dj becomes equal
to t. Formula (8) checks for all orders that have
been issued before whether they arrive later than
the jth arriving order and takes the maximum of
their arrival positions. This maximum is always lar-
ger than j. If no such order exists, dj remains equal
to j. Hence, Equation (8) determines the last arrival
among those orders issued by ohj . h

For the example in Figure 1, D ¼ ½d1; d2; d3� ¼ ½3; 3; 3�.
Note that the correction has an impact on all future

costs till arrival moment adj þ 1. As the size of the order
that arrives at adj þ 1 has not yet been decided, we do
not have to take costs in any further periods into
account. We only need to consider the costs in the

interval ajþ 1; adj þ 1

h i
for the terminal condition.

Therefore, this lemma helps us to determine the maxi-
mum time window that needs to be considered for
the current decision.

3.2. Solution Approach
We now construct a dynamic programing problem
with /j stages to find the optimal value of Qhj arriving
at aj. Firstly, we introduce an auxiliary variable v that
indicates the arrival moments that need to be
included in the dynamic programing problem:

v ¼ nþ j� /j: ð9Þ

Let Vnðxav�1jDa
j Þ be the minimal total cost

from stage n to the end of φj stages when the ending
inventory level of period av � 1 is xav�1. From now
on, we omit the first index of x that remains equal
within the dynamic programing problem, that is,
xav�1 is short for xhj;av�1.
Denote Qa

n as the size of the order that arrives at the
nth stage based on the demand information Da

j . MRP
planned orders are orders with n\/j. They ought to
be non-negative as well. Of course Qa

/j
¼ Qhj .

For n = 1, . . ., /j, the dynamic programing formu-
lation is given by

Riezebos and Zhu: MRP Orders with Differing Lead Times
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For the terminal condition, we use

V/jþ1ðxajþ1�1Þ ¼
Xdj
i¼1

Xajþiþ1�1

m¼ajþi

h xm þQ�
hjþi

�
Xm
t¼ajþi

Da
j;t

8>>>>>:
9>>>>>;

þ24
þb xm þQ�

hjþi
�
Xm
t¼ajþi

Da
j;t

8>>>>>:
9>>>>>;

�35
ð11Þ

which equals zero if dj ¼ 0. (Recall that we omitted
the time-index of the cost parameters for ease of
interpretation and that starred variables have
already been optimized (e.g., Q�

hjþi
).)

Denote yn as the inventory level just after the arrival
of the nth arrival order. It is clear that
yn ¼ xav�1 þ Qa

n. Then, we can rewrite Equation (10)
as

Vnðxav�1jDa
j Þ¼ min

yn�xav�1

½GnðynÞþKIfyn[xav�1g�;where

GnðynÞ¼
Xavþ1�1

m¼av

hðyn�
Xm
t¼av

Da
j;tÞþþbðyn�

Xm
t¼av

Da
j;tÞ�

" #

þVnþ1 yn�
Xavþ1�1

m¼av

Da
j;mjDa

j

 !
: ð12Þ

LEMMA 2 Gn(yn) is K-convex in yn and Vnðxav�1Þ is K-
convex in xav�1 for n = 1, . . ., /j.

PROOF. see Appendix A.
Since Gn(yn) is K-convex in Yn, the (s, S) policy is opti-
mal and the order-up-to level Sn in stage n is given by

Sn ¼ argfyn : minGnðynÞg;
sn ¼ argfyn � Sn : GnðynÞ ¼ GnðSnÞ þ Kg: ð13Þ

After solving (12), Qa
/j

is the optimal order quantity
for Qhj .

General solution procedure. We can find the opti-
mal quantity for each order based on the arrival
moment aj by solving the corresponding /j-stage
problem. Based on the dynamic programing formu-
lation (12), we develop the following general solu-
tion procedure:

Step 1. Set j = N; Determine Θ by Equation (4), Φ
by Equation (7), and D by Equation (8).
Step 2. Solve a /j-stage problem to find Qhj .
Step 3. Set j = j � 1. If j > 0, go to Step 2; if not,
stop.

Remark. When Di,m = Di-1,m ∀i = 2, . . ., N;
m = oi, . . ., M, (i.e., there are no updates of gross
requirements for periods oi, . . ., M) we can modify
Step 3 of the general procedure to speed up the com-
putation. The new step is stated as
Step 3. Set j = j � /j. If j > 0, go to Step 2; if not,

stop.
Now, we need to prove that the general solution

procedure does indeed provide an optimal solution to
the original model with order crossovers as stated in
section 2.

THEOREM 1. The general solution procedure yields the
optimal solution to the original problem defined by Equa-
tions (1) and (2).

Proof: see Appendix A.
Note that the optimal policy is an (s, S) policy that

takes into account whether or not the gross require-
ments have been updated. The procedure can easily
be extended to the case where demand is stochastic,
which would result in an equivalent stochastic
dynamic programing formulation.

4. Relaxations of the Problem

Most MRP systems use settings for the length of the
planning horizon M and number of orders N for
which our optimal solution method will find a solu-
tion in a few seconds. In case of large lead-time differ-
ences and large values for N and M, a complex order
crossover structure may result for which it takes more
time to find the optimal solution using our general
solution procedure. Hence, this section presents some
relaxations of the original problem that result in sim-
pler and computationally more efficient heuristic
solution approaches. The first approach assumes that
we allow the order size for the MRP planned orders
ðQa

n with n\/jÞ to be negative. The second approach
assumes that the effect of order crossovers for future
arrival moments can be neglected. We also need a
benchmark to evaluate against the other solution

Vnðxav�1jDa
j Þ ¼ min

Qa
n � 0

Pavþ1�1

m¼av

h xav�1 þQa
n

Pm
t¼av

Da
j;t

8>>>: 9>>>;þ
þb xav�1 þQa

n �
Pm
t¼av

Da
j;t

8>>>: 9>>>;�" #

þcQa
n þ KIfQa

n [ 0g þ Vnþ1 xav�1 þQa
n �

Pavþ1�1

m¼av

Da
j;mjDa

j

8>>>: 9>>>;

8>>>><>>>>:

9>>>>=>>>>;: ð10Þ
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approaches. For that purpose, we use a third heuristic
that totally ignores order crossovers. Finally, we show
how the decision on planned order receipts and
releases can easily be supported by an extension of
the MRP scheme.

4.1. Heuristic I: Negative MRP Planned Order
Sizes Allowed
In the general procedure, we have to check for the
non-negativity of the MRP planned order sizes to find
the optimal solution at each iteration (see Equa-
tion (10)), which complicates the procedure. This sec-
tion relaxes the non-negativity constraint of the
planned order sizes for the crossover orders.

PROPOSITION 1. Without the non-negativity constraint,
the worst-case performance of the general procedure in
terms of computational time is O(N2 log N).

PROOF. According to the general procedure, we have
to execute the procedure N times till j = 0. For each
time, we need to solve a /j–stage dynamic program-
ing problem at Step 2 to find the optimal solution for
Q�

hj
. Note that /j ≤ j ≤ N. Then, for each iteration, if

the cost parameters are time-independent, the worst–
case performance in terms of the computational time
is the same as that of the Federgruen and Tzur (1993)
algorithm, that is, O(N log N). Thus, for N iterations,
the complexity is O(N2 log N). h

We note that the relaxation still requires non-
negative ordering decisions for the actual orders
Qa

/j
, as only the planned orders with n < /j are

allowed to be negative. Therefore, this relaxation
only affects the calculation of the initial inventory
level just before the moment the current order
arrives. If we allow for negative planned orders in
our MRP projections, our calculation of the inven-
tory level is a lower bound, since it allows the
material planner to return the excess stock. Conse-
quently, we may order more for the current order
because we underestimate the inventory level at
the start of the corresponding period by using the
relaxation. This will lead to higher holding costs
from the arrival moment onwards compared to the
optimal policy for the original problem. However,
we do expect that very frequently both policies will
result in exactly the same solution, hence the same
holding costs. This is because a negative planned
order size at a crossover order moment will rarely
occur. A negative order size may occur if the
updated gross requirements for the previous order
moment are lower than the gross requirements for
the corresponding periods and this reduction is lar-
ger than the total usage (demand) between the arri-
val moments. Hence, we expect that the optimal

policy for the relaxation problem is a good approx-
imation for the optimal policy of the original prob-
lem.

4.2. Heuristic II: Simplifying the Terminal
Condition
The second relaxation of the problem is to simplify the
terminal condition (11) in the dynamic programing
problem (12). This terminal condition assures that the
current order not only focuses on the demand it has to
cover but in light of new demand information it also
corrects for inaccurate decisions that have been made
before. Heuristic II ignores the possibility of these cor-
rections and uses Equation (14) as a terminal condition:

V/jþ1ðxajþ1�1Þ ¼ 0: ð14Þ

We expect that using this heuristic will result in a
higher cost gap in cases of either increasing uncer-
tainty or more complex order crossover structures.
On the other hand, calculations will be simplified and
computation time will be shorter.

4.3. Benchmark Heuristic III: Ignoring Order
Crossovers
If there is no order crossover, the optimal solution to
the dynamic programing problem (12) can be
directly computed by the algorithm developed by
Federgruen and Tzur (1993). This is the well known
(s, S) policy that orders based upon the inventory
position. However, if there are order crossovers, this
procedure will not result in the optimal solution.
Heuristic III applies the Federgruen and Tzur algo-
rithm that assumes that orders will arrive in the
sequence they are ordered. Hence, Heuristic III is a
benchmark approach, as it shows the potential sav-
ings of using our optimal policy that takes the cross-
over structure into account.

4.4. Example of Extended MRP Scheme
All three heuristics require the use of an MRP scheme
in which known differences in lead times are repre-
sented. MRP parameters, such as safety stock and lead
times, are normally constant over the horizon and
shown in a parameter set. This set can easily be
extended to allow for time-dependent parameters. In
Table 1, we show an example where the lead times are
time-dependent and expressed in weeks, purchasing
and setup costs are specified for these orders as well,
while the safety stock is constant over the horizon.
Note that in some weeks order release is not possi-

ble, which is indicated by an x as the lead time for that
week. The fields used to decide on the planned
releases have been grayed out for these weeks. We do
the same for the weeks in which it is not possible to
receive a new order that still has to be issued. This
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helps the material planner to identify which options
are left when deciding on actual and planned releases.
Table 1 also shows the results of using our solution

approaches for determining the planned receipts,
both for the initial situation and the situation after one
week when an update of the gross requirements has
been provided. Note that we use cost parameters
hi = 0.1; bi = 1; ci = 0.5; Ki = 5.
The data from the MRP scheme can easily be trans-

lated into the variables used in our model:

O¼½1;2;3;4;7;9�T L¼½5;1;1;3;2;1�T

A¼½3;4;6;;7;9;10�T

D¼
10 8 12 15 9 20 10 0 5 10

8 6 12 20 15 25 8 5 0 12

: : : : : : : : : :

264
375

x0¼20þ11¼31

OI¼

0 0 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1

26666664

37777775:

The weeks in which a planned release is possible are
described using O. The lead times that will hold for
these planned releases are given with L (weeks). Next,
A identifies the weeks in which a new receipt is possi-
ble. Note that OI 9 A = O + L. The presented demand
information matrix D is incomplete (no information is
shown for the last four order moments), but it suffices
to illustrate the principle. The second row shows the

updated information available when issuing the sec-
ond order. Actual usage in period one appeared to be
8 units instead of the 10 that we expected. Moreover,
the gross requirements have been updated. The initial
inventory x0 includes the scheduled receipts.
In the example, there is no difference between the

optimal solution and Heuristics I and II in the actual
order issued in the first week. However, the bench-
mark heuristic does not order anything in the first
week as it neglects the possibility of order crossover.
The other policies use the crossover order that can be
issued in week 1 to cover demand in week 6, which
saves holding costs.
The second part of Table 1 shows the effect after

one week. We assume that the optimal solution
(ordering 30 units in week 1) has been implemented
and show the recalculated MRP scheme which uses
the updated gross requirements information. The
solution approaches result in differences in the sug-
gested planned order releases, where Heuristic I
results in the same suggestion as the optimal
approach.

5. Numerical Analysis

This section analyzes the effect of including order
crossovers in the inventory model and examines the

Table 1 Example of an Extended MRP Scheme to Support Non-Stationary Lead Times

Time-dependent (weeks)

MRP parameter set Constant 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Lead time for order release 5 1 1 3 x x 2 x 1 x
Setup costs 5 5 5 5 x x 5 x 5 x
Purchasing costs 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 x x 0.5 x 0.5 x
Safety stock 0

MRP scheme Initial

Gross requirements 10 8 12 15 9 20 10 0 5 10
Scheduled receipts 11
Projected available 20 10 13 1 �14 �23 �43 �53 �53 �58 �68
Net requirements 0 0 0 14 0 20 0 0 5 0
Planned receipt 0 23 30 0 15 0
Planned release optimal 30 0 23 0 15 0
Planned release heuristic I 30 0 23 0 15 0
Planned release heuristic II 30 0 23 0 15 0
Planned release heuristic III 0 0 53 0 15 0

MRP scheme after update Initial

Gross requirements 8 6 12 20 15 25 8 5 0 12
Scheduled receipts 11 30
Projected available 12 15 3 �17 �32 �27 �35 �40 �40 �52
Net requirements 0 0 20 15 0 0 0 0 12
Planned receipt 0 40 0 12
Planned release optimal 0 40 0 0 12
Planned release heuristic I 0 40 0 0 12
Planned release heuristic II 0 42 0 0 12
Planned release heuristic III 0 35 0 17 0
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differences between the optimal solution described in
section 3 and the three heuristics discussed in sec-
tion 4. They are compared in terms of computation
time needed to find a solution and the total cost of the
solution. We aim to identify conditions for applica-
tion, so the experimental design includes four impor-
tant factors: the solution approach, the crossover
structure, the demand correlation, and the cost struc-
ture.

5.1. Experimental Design
The length of the horizon M and number of decisions
N are chosen such that several order crossovers may
occur. Throughout our experiments, we use M = 40
and N = 10. The first arrival moment of an order is in
every experiment set to period 12 and the initial
inventory just before that period is set to zero, which
makes it possible to compare the impact of different
crossover structures and other parameters among
experiments.
Our experimental design is presented in Table 2.

We use a full-factorial design to compare the solu-
tions found by the four solution approaches for all
combinations of the other experimental factors. The
first experimental factor, structure of order cross-
overs, is denoted with the vector P. We test two cases
of P: pj ≤ 2 (at most one order crossover each time);
pj �N (at most N � 1 order crossovers each time). We
use the randperm function in Matlab to re-sequence
the arrival moments. Note that the variability in the
resulting lead times increases if the crossover struc-
ture becomes more complex, but the mean lead time
remains constant.
The next experimental factor is the coefficient of cor-

relation of demands in two successive periods given
by q. In our experiments, we use a first-order auto-
regressive process (AR1) to represent the gross
requirements, that is, Dm = lm + q(Dm�1 � lm�1) for
m = 1, 2, . . ., M and |q| < 1, where Dm is the actual
demand in period m, lm is the mean of Dm, and ɛm is
an i.i.d. random variable following a normal distribu-
tion with mean 0 and standard deviation r. In period
m, after Dm is realized, we generate an update for the

demand information in period m+k asbdm;mþk ¼ lmþk þ qkðDm � lmÞ; for k = 1, 2, . . ., M � m.
We first consider stationary demand, that is, lm = 100
for all m and q = 0. Next, we experiment with auto
regression using q = �0.5 and q = 0.5. Settings for ini-
tial demand are similar to that of Lu et al. (2006). That
is, bd0;m ¼ lm þ r0qm;where r0 = 0.25l1.
Finally, we experiment with the cost structure.

Holding costs are stationary at hi = 0.1. We use two
levels for the ratio between holding and backordering
costs: h/b = 0.1 and 1.0. If the ratio is small (i.e., back-
ordering cost is much higher than holding cost), poli-
cies that frequently face shortages due to demand
information inaccuracy or relaxations in the calcula-
tions are expected to perform worse. The cost ratio 1.0
expresses the situation where backordering cost is
equal to holding cost. Setup and purchasing costs
remain constant over the experiments, with setup cost
Ki = 5, and purchase cost ci = 0.5
As performance measures, we use the total cost gap

with the optimal solution and the computation time.
The cost gap is DTC ¼ TC�TC�

TC� 	 100% where TC and
TC∗ are the total cost over the whole horizon under
the heuristic and the optimal policy, respectively. The
computation time is measured in seconds CPU time,
as reported by Matlab R2013a. We use a PC with Intel
Core i3 3.3 GHz for the calculations. The numerical
analysis of each experiment is based on 500 runs with
randomly generated data (demand and order infor-
mation).

5.2. Results

The most important conclusion of Tables 3 and 4 is
that it is beneficial to take order crossovers into
account in a solution approach. Comparing the opti-
mal solution with the approach that completely
ignores the existence of order crossovers (i.e., Heuris-
tic III), we find that the average cost gap is 3% to 7%
for simple crossover structures (Table 3) and 13% to
25% for complex crossover structures (Table 4).
Therefore, substantial cost savings can be obtained
when applying an approach that takes the presence of
order crossovers into account.
The optimal approach takes more calculation time

than the approach that completely ignores order
crossovers. Table 5 shows that in case of a simple
crossover structure, the calculation time doubles, but
for complex crossover structures it is much higher. If
we would like to have quick results, we can apply
Heuristic I instead of the optimal approach, as the cal-
culation speed is slightly larger than Heuristic III, but
the cost benefit is substantial. Heuristic I is able to find
solutions with an average cost gap that ranges from
2% to 8% of the optimal solution. Heuristic II finds
solutions with an average cost gap between 2% and

Table 2 Experimental Design

Experimental factors

Crossover
structure (P)

Correlation
(q)

Cost
structure
(h/b)

Solution approach
(Heur or Opt)

P ≤ 2 q = �0.5 h/b = 0.1 I: allow negative size
of MRP planned orders

P ≤ N q = 0 h/b = 1.0 II: terminal condition = 0
q = 0.5 III: ignore order

crossovers
Optimal solution
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7% of the optimal solution. Hence, our two relaxation
approaches are able to find near-optimal solutions
and the savings compared to ignoring order cross-
overs range from 1% to 18%.
We use ANOVA to investigate the significance of

the main effects and interaction effects. Figure 2
shows the main effects and Figure 3 the interaction
effects. All main effects are significant at a level of
0.05. A paired-t-test shows that Heuristic I and II are
significantly different, but it is clear that they both are
much better than Heuristic III.
The results in Figure 3 show that the crossover

structure has a strong effect on the performance of the
heuristics. If the complexity is low (P ≤ 2), the cost
gap with the optimal solution is on average less than
3%, but for a high complexity the average cost gap
significantly increases. The increase is mainly due to
the bad performance of Heuristic III that completely
ignores the presence of order crossovers. If we take a
look at the performance of Heuristics I and II for dif-
ferent levels of crossover complexity, we see that
there is a significant but small interaction effect. Heu-
ristic I outperforms Heuristic II in case of low com-
plexity, while the opposite is true for a highly
complex crossover structure. However, as the
calculation time of Heuristic II strongly increases with
crossover complexity, it is doubtful whether the
minor cost saving is worth the effort. Therefore, it

seems that Heuristic I is the preferable option if usage
of the optimal solution is not possible.
The effect of demand correlation on the perfor-

mance of the heuristics is clearly present. If the corre-
lation is negative, the cost gap of the heuristics with
the optimal solution decreases. If a positive correla-
tion coincides with a more complex order crossover
structure, costs become worse. Hence, the payoff for
investments in gross requirements updates is higher.
The cost structure has only a minor impact on per-

formance, but the interaction effect with the solution
approach is significant. If the cost factor is low (i.e.,
holding cost is much lower than backordering cost),
the cost gap with the optimal solution is slightly
larger.
In general, ignoring the presence of order cross-

overs results in high cost gaps up to 25%. By applying
the relaxation of subsection 4.1 in Heuristic I, we find
near-optimal solutions in the same order of time as
we would have faced when ignoring order cross-
overs. Using either Heuristic I or Heuristic II, a cost
saving up to 18% of total inventory cost is possible.

6. Concluding Remarks

We study a very general periodic-review inventory
model where lead times as well as costs are deter-
ministic but non-stationary. The non-stationary lead
times may result in order crossovers, which cannot
be addressed by the currently known methods. By
formulating a dynamic programing model with the
decision moment at the order arrival moment, we
develop a general solution procedure to obtain the
optimal order quantities for the problem with non-
stationary lead times. The complexity of our method
is O(N2 log N) in case order crossovers occur. Fur-
ther, we develop heuristics that simplify the calcula-
tions and increase the speed of calculating. The

Table 3 Effect of Cost Structure and Demand Correlation on Cost Gap of Heuristics Where P ≤ 2

P ≤ 2 cost gap Heuristic I (%) Heuristic II (%) Heuristic III (%)

q h/b = 0.1 h/b = 1.0 h/b = 0.1 h/b = 1.0 h/b = 0.1 h/b = 1.0

�0.5 2.06 1.94 2.05 2.14 2.85 2.96
0 3.43 2.78 3.78 3.94 4.55 4.96
0.5 4.18 3.69 5.36 5.35 7.13 7.29

Table 4 Effect of Cost Structure and Demand Correlation on Cost Gap of Heuristics Where P ≤ 10

P ≤ 10 cost gap Heuristic I (%) Heuristic II (%) Heuristic III (%)

q h/b = 0.1 h/b = 1.0 h/b = 0.1 h/b = 1.0 h/b = 0.1 h/b = 1.0

�0.5 4.58 3.28 3.41 3.39 12.81 12.98
0 6.18 5.05 5.11 5.35 16.34 16.59
0.5 8.05 7.17 7.22 7.38 25.08 25.12

Table 5 Average CPU Time of Solution Approaches Under Various
Crossover Structures

P ≤ 2 P ≤ 10
Approach CPU time (sec.) CPU time (sec.)

Heuristic I 55.65 655.88
Heuristic II 60.18 871.78
Heuristic III 30.67 42.55
Optimal 83.56 987.27
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solution approaches are demonstrated in an
extended MRP scheme to provide support to mate-
rial planners facing different lead times over time,
possibly resulting in order crossovers. By extensive

numerical experiments, we examine the perfor-
mance of the heuristics and the optimal solution in
terms of the total cost and the computation time.
The results show that substantial cost gaps of up to

Figure 2 Main Effects (All Significant at 0.05 Level)

Figure 3 Interaction Effects
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25% will occur if order crossovers are present but
not accommodated in a solution approach. Manag-
ers should pay serious attention to this impact of
lead-time changes and order crossovers on cost
performance. Heuristic I is developed to achieve a
relatively good cost performance in less time. The
cost gap with the optimal solution is relatively small
(between 3% and 8%).
The results of this study can provide an MRP solu-

tion for the multiple supplier situation, which is now
more important than ever since firms retract from sole
sourcing due to supply chain risk concerns. Under
this situation, lead time changes and order crossovers
are more frequently encountered. Our solution
approach proposes to support this decision making in
MRP systems and to use an (s, S) policy where order
crossovers are naturally included in the analysis.
Moreover, it is possible to implement our solution
approach in commercial material planning systems,
as many of these systems already are able to use dis-
crete lot-sizing techniques for situations with non-
stationary cost parameters.
The results of this study are also relevant for

inventory theory. Most authors circumvent the
presence of inventory order crossovers, mainly
due to the difficulty in finding closed form solu-
tions for the optimal order quantity. In this study,
we show that the optimal solution in a periodic
system with order crossovers still can be character-
ized as an (s, S) policy.
Our current work can be extended in the following

directions. Firstly, several factors that are related to
the supply side, such as limited sourcing, perishabil-
ity, and yield losses can be included. Secondly, factors
that are related to the transport, storage, and retrieval
of inventory can be included, such as deterioration,
transport-mode selection, and blending policies.
Finally, demand factors can be included, such as
price-sensitive demand, or modeling gross require-
ments as an explicit combination of order arrivals and
demand forecasts. Another direction for future
research is to explore the cost/time trade-off in sup-
ply chain problems in more detail, as our solution
approach allows for multiple ordering options with
both different lead times, setup costs, and purchase
prices.
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Appendix. Proof

PROOF OF LEMMA 1. We intend to prove it by
induction. For n = φj, by Equation (12) we have:

G/j
ðy/j

Þ ¼
Xajþ1�1

m¼aj

hðy/j
�
Xm
t¼aj

Da
j;tÞþ þ bðy/j

�
Xm
t¼aj

Da
j;tÞ�

24 35
þ V/jþ1 y/j

�
Xajþ1�1

m¼aj

Da
j;mjDa

j

0@ 1A:

Since V/jþ1 is a piece-wise linear function of V/j

and the slope of V/jþ1 is increasing in y/j
, it is clear

that V/jþ1 is convex in y/j
. By following the same

argument, we can prove that G/j
ðy/j

Þ is also convex

in y/j
. By Scarf (1960), V/j

ðxaj�1jDa
j Þ is K-convex in

xaj�1.

Next, since Vnþ1ðxavþ1�1jDa
j Þ is K-convex in

xavþ1
;Vnþ1ðyn �

Pavþ1�1
m¼av

Da
j;mjDa

j Þ is K-convex in yn by
Equation (12). By following the same argument, we
can show that Gn(yn) is K-convex in yn and
Vnðxav�1jDa

j Þ is K-convex in xan�1. h

PROOF OF THEOREM 1. We intend to show by induc-
tion that the general solution approach is valid.
For j = N, we determine the optimal quantity for

the last arrival order. By hN, we know the demand
information available at the order moment of the
last arrival order. By /N, we know the number of
arriving orders from the time epoch that the last
order is placed to the time epoch that the last order
has arrived. Although we need to solve an N-stage
problem in general, the choice of QhN does not affect
those (N � /N) orders that arrive before the hthN
order moment. Thus, we only need to solve a /N-
stage dynamic programing problem to find the opti-
mal QhN .
Suppose that the procedure is valid for j = n + 1.

We show that the procedure still holds for j = n.
The order moment of the nth arrival order is hn, and
/n indicates the number of arriving orders from the
time epoch that the nth arrival order is placed to the
time epoch that the nth arrival order has arrived.
We need to solve an N � ðn� /nÞð Þ-stage problem
in order to find the optimal solution. However, for
those orders that arrive after the nth arrival
moment, the optimal solutions have already been
obtained when we solve the problem for j = n + 1,
based on the demand information available when
determining these orders. We might have to correct
for demand updates that have become available
since then, but this will not affect the order sizes of
these orders, only the size of the current order.
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Thus, since the number of orders arriving later than
the nth arrival moment is N � n, by the backwards
induction, we reduce the N � ðn� /nÞð Þ-stage prob-
lem to a φn-stage problem. Solving this problem
leads to the optimal solution. Because we prove the
procedure is also valid for j = n, the induction proof
is completed. The general procedure holds for
n = 1, . . ., N. h
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